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building the ultimate tool for every bettor from 
casual up to professional, that delivers everyone 
valuable information using blockchain 
transparency blending quantity with quality in a 
bespoke fashion

Pro Soccer Tips
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Our mission is to create a place where casual bettors can meet 
professional bettors, exchange experiences, opinions and most 
importantly, grow together.

Through our powerful apps we plan to help all kinds of bettors in making 
better decisions. The apps will grant them free access on a daily basis to 
predictions for over 70% of the scheduled matches on a daily basis, from 
over 200 competitions worldwide.

A major issue solved by our project relies in the absolute transparency level 
for our predictions along with their history using blockchain technology. 
This ensures our users a comprehensive ethical approach to all data 
presented in our applications, enabling them to better focus on their 
betting decisions.

Project objective
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Our background

of Pro Soccer Tips
2014 the genesis

downloads
424.821

predictions
203.488

avg. win rate
63%

With the previous version of Pro Soccer Tips apps we have 
reached numbers that prove our ability to provide valuable 
content. You can check on how the apps used to look like below.

Our mission is to deliver a high quality tool that will provide 
everyone with access to free information resulted from our 
system analysis. Yes, FREE!

App Premium
Selections

Current day 
match list

1st run of the app
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Global sports betting market is set to be worth US$ 179.3 
billion by 2028 with a CAGR of 10.1% during 2021 to 2028.

▪ In the past years, many countries regulated the sports 
betting industry, and this trend is a continuous one 
bringing bettors a better and safer environment.

▪ One of the major countries in which sports betting has 
been regulated is the United States. Over two dozen states 
offer sports betting services at the moment and many 
others will so in the near future.

▪ In Europe, there are over 30 million registered accounts 
among various online betting operators, and it’s estimated 
that over 120 million people bet regularly on a monthly 
basis, in both retail and online.

Market research

for the global sports 
betting market

Growth in 2020
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Industry major catalysts

2024 20262022

World Cup 2022

It is the first time in World Cup 
history when a tournament is 
hosted by a country from the 
Middle East, so this marks a 
significant spot in the history of 
World Cups.
It is estimated that 1.7 million 
fans from all over the world will 
be participating at the World 
Cup 2022 in Doha, Qatar.

Euro 2024

Will have Germany as hosting 
country and will be the 17th 
edition of the UEFA European 
Championship.
While Euro 2020 had an 
estimated global audience of 5.2 
billion viewers, it is estimated 
for Euro 2024 to reach this 
number without any issues, even 
surpass it.

World Cup 2026

Will be hosted by the United 
States, Canada and Mexico for 
each country to host 10 matches.
The number of participant teams 
will be increased for the first 
time from 32 to 48.
As in previous editions, the global 
audience count is estimated to 
surpass the 5 billion mark in 
global audience.
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The apps

Pro Soccer Tips apps are built native, therefore they are not working through a 
web browser, but have the ability to tap into specific resources of the device on 
which they run and thus perform better. Native apps are faster than web apps 
and are also more secure.

Users will be presented in our apps with predictions for the previous day, 
current day and the next day. For those that are subscribed to our Premium 
content we have a dedicated Premium screen where they will find our 
Premium predictions.

Subscriptions to our Premium content can be made via fiat (multiple payment 
gateways) or using our native token. Users who chose to purchase access to 
Premium content via our native token will benefit of a guaranteed discount of 
10% compared to the price in fiat.

We also plan to launch several NFT collections, where each NFT will be 
representing a certain team from the real world, either national or club. The 
owner of an NFT will be able to publish his own predictions which will be visible 
in our apps, corresponding to the team his NFT is representing and based on 
the scheduled matches of that team.

In addition to our Android & iOS apps, we will host a web version of our apps 
on our website - https://prosoccertips.io.
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building 
predictions

Our system is built in such a way 
that we can add the predictions for 
the scheduled matches of any day 

with up to a week in advance.

predictions 
management 

system

Smart contracts have the power 
to bring transparency up to the 

maximum level, therefore 
keeping data secure.

smart contracts 
locking editing

data sent to 
smart 

contract

locking 
editing 
option

better user 
experience

With a perfect transparency level 
in the data delivered, our users 

can focus better on their 
decisions.

100% 
transparency 
guaranteed

Blockchain infrastructure
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Staking has been proved as a solid 
method that helps stabilizing the volatility 
of a token. We are offering all our backers 
and future token holders the opportunity 
of winning passive income just by 
staking their tokens. The starting interest 
will be 11% per year while Premium 
subscribers will get 19% interest per year 
for staking their tokens.

To build a fast, efficient, and engaging project, we needed flexibility. Working with BSC and BEP20 
standard expands the possibilities and enriches our build with cross-chain or multi-token options. 
Binance Smart Chain is a promising chain with a fast-growing user base, increasing transaction 
volume, and rising TVL (Total Value Locked).

Users can earn tokens using the Predict 2 
Earn concept! All users will be allowed to 
input predictions into the system. According 
to their progression, the users with the best 
results will be displayed in a dynamic 
Leaderboard. Those that will be listed in the 
Leaderboard will be able to charge a fee (in 
tokens) for other users to be able to access 
those predictions.

Token summary

Due to the social influence which is 
growing inside the betting scene, we plan 
to implement a place in the applications, 
called "Betting Arena", where users will be 
able to bet against one another. This 
feature will assist the organical growth of 
our ecosystem as users will interact more 
frequently.

Predict 2 Earn

Betting Arena

Staking

What can users 
do in our app?
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▪ Predict 2 Earn Leaderboard will start with 100 positions by default. The 
number of positions will be directly related to the number of Premium users.

▪ Any user will have the possibility to input predictions into our system. The 
system will track their performance and place them in the Leaderboard.

▪ At first, the top 100 predictors will be able to gain tokens through the Predict 2 
Earn concept inside our ecosystem. As time progresses, the Leaderboard size 
will be on a constant change, so do your very best to provide the best possible 
predictions and secure your position in the Predict 2 Earn Leaderboard.

▪ Each user from the leaderboard will have the option to open a subscription 
package where other users from the ecosystem can subscribe. The fee will be 
around $0.5 /week per subscriber payable in tokens only. Every 1k subscribers 
= $500 weekly potential gains!

Predict 2 Earn
The Predict 2 Earn concept is unique in the crypto space and fully represents our creative abilities. At Pro 
Soccer Tips we always felt the need to innovate and bring our contribution to the broad betting ecosystem. 
There are many bettors out there who are skilled and can constantly provide reliable information, which for us 
is an elementary reason why having Predict 2 Earn embedded in our ecosystem makes huge sense.

Leaderboard
User #1729
User #291
User #81299
User #6382
User #61283
User #86
User #4911
User #77172
.
.
.
User #533
User #9182

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

10.
.
.
.

99.
100.
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Betting Arena

• Betting Arena will be completely 
decentralized and will work on the 
blockchain.

• Users will be able to bet against 
each other in direct relation to the 
outcome of a football match. 

• Each token will contain specific data 
that activates the use of Betting 
Arena.

• This feature will be embedded inside 
our token, acting similar to a cypher.

• The pools created by the users in the 
Betting Arena will have a small 
management fee equal to 1% to 
cover the running costs.

User #2222

Bet $2.000 on 
home team 

to win

Pool #1829 created 
by user #2222

User #5555

Bet $2.000 on 
away team to 

win

Match ends and 
home team wins

$2.000 $2.000

Match ends in 
a draw

Match ends and 
away team wins

wins 
$3.960User #2222

User #5555

Platform charges each pool with 1% management fee, $40. 
Winnings left in pool = $3.960.

wins 
$3.960

0.33 0.33 0.33

1 0 0

Pre-match 
winnings split.

Post match 
winnings split.

Platform splits winnings of 
$3.960 between users

0 1 0Post match 
winnings split.

0 0 1Post match 
winnings split.
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• Our NFTs will be representing real life football teams, from national teams to 
club teams from competitions around the world. Each NFT will correspond a 
specific team.

• Each NFT owner will have the option to input their own prediction using their 
NFT and this prediction will be visible to all users inside our apps.

• The NFTs will be divided into 4 tiers. The major difference between tiers will be 
represented by the value & popularity of each represented team.

• Knowing the broad fanbase of football teams, we are considering fractional 
ownership for our NFTs.

NFT collections
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AIM
(Artificial Intelligence Module)

• AIM is developed based on the Limited Memory type to ensure best efficiency.

• Limited memory type refers to an AI’s ability to store previous data and/or 
predictions, using that data to make better predictions.

• With reinforcement learning, this model learns to make better predictions through 
many cycles of trial and error.

• The ML Active Learning Cycle has six steps: Training Data -> Build ML Model -> 
Model Predictions -> Feedback -> Feedback becomes data -> Repeat step #1.

• Once the AIM is implemented into the ecosystem a new section will be introduced, 
named “Live tips” where users will be able to purchase Live tips using our token.
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Tokenomics
The tokenomics of the project was built to provide sustainability & appreciation in value for our token. A well balanced vesting 
schedule will ensure the stability of our token while our marketing campaigns will expand the reach of our project on a global scale. 
With a growing user pool our token will have constant growth in the volume of transactions, therefore appreciate in value over 
time.

% # of tokens value collected funds % @TGE cliff vesting schedule

seed round 7.00 70,000,000 0.008 $560,000 5% @TGE 6 months cliff 14 months

private round 11.00 110,000,000 0.012 $1,320,000 8% @TGE 3 months cliff 12 months

public round 5.00 50,000,000 0.018 $900,000 12% @TGE no cliff 6 months

DEX & CEX listing 3.00 30,000,000 40% @TGE no cliff 3 months

development 4.00 40,000,000 0% @TGE no cliff 36 months

marketing 10.00 100,000,000 0% @TGE no cliff 36 months

company reserve 4.00 40,000,000 0% @TGE 6 months cliff 30 months

advisors 3.00 30,000,000 0% @TGE 10 months cliff 18 months

team 14.00 140,000,000 0% @TGE 12 months cliff 24 months

community rewards 39.00 390,000,000 0% @TGE no cliff 60 months

token max supply = 1,000,000,000

IMC (initial marketcap) = $545,400

IMC without Liquidity = $329,400

total project raise = $2,780,000
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Roadmap

2022 2023

q1

published v1.0 website
published v1.1 pitchdeck

initiate partnership
negotiations

q2

q3

q4

q1

q2

q3

q4

researched AIM
identified development partners

identified marketing niches
updated pitchdeck

marketing campaigns
start AIM development

implement Betting Arena
potential tier 1 CEX listing
publish 1st NFT collection
(World Cup 2022 edition)

published v1.6 pitchdeck
signed partnerships

TGE
publish apps

publish v2.0 website
tier 2 CEX listing

marketing campaigns
expand listing markets
potential app updates

marketing campaigns
potential app updates

publish 2nd NFT collection
(club teams ~3.5k)

marketing campaigns
potential app updates
expand listing markets

marketing campaigns
potential app updates
expand listing markets

implement AIM (beta version)
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George Lascu
CEO

Team
Serdar Has

CMO
Anon1

interim CTO

Meko
sports betting 

advisor

Jack “of all trades”
IT & sports betting 

advisor

George is a practical-minded entrepreneur, open to calculated risk, with a keen eye for opportunity.  He started Pro Soccer Tips back in 2014. He’s currently 
handling business development.

Serdar has joined the team as he loved the advices he was getting from the Pro Soccer Tips app, turning from a simple user into someone who wanted to 
get involved. He’s handled marketing for several of the big name hotels in North Cyprus such as Merit Park, Merit Royal, Cratos.

Anon1, Meko and Jack are with our team since the early days of the Pro Soccer Tips app. They assist the project on tech aspects and also with sports betting 
counseling. Due to their personal jobs/businesses they prefer for the moment to involve in the background.

Depending on the development of the project fundraising, we plan to expand our team, mainly looking for the following positions: CTO, CFO, Affiliate 
Manager, Social Networks Manager.

Looking to hire
CTO

Looking to hire
CFO

Looking to hire
Affiliate Manager

Looking to hire
Social Networks 

Manager
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Thank you!

https://prosoccertips.io

https://linktr.ee/pstapps

ico@prosoccertips.ioemail

website

linktree

We would like to thank you for your time & consideration!
Please reach us for any inquiries regarding our project.


